Wondabyne station to Kariong
Brook falls

3 hrs 30 mins

Hard track

8.1 km Return
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This return walk starts from Wondabyne train
station, winding up into the Brisbane Waters
National Park, and follows a section of the Great
North Walk to the beautiful Kariong Brook falls.
Starting from the isolated train station, the walk
explores an area of the park not accessible by road.
Since much of this walk is on the ridge tops, there
are often great views of the surrounding waterways.
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Are you ready to have fun?
Please ensure you and your group are well prepared and equipped
for all possible hazards and delays. Check park closures, weather
information and Fire Danger Rating before setting out. Optional side
trips and alternate routes noted are not included in this walks overall
grade, length or time estimate. Please allow extra time for resting
and exploring areas of interest. The authors, staff and owners of
wildwalks take care in preparing this information but will not accept
responsibility for any inconvenience, loss or injury you may
experience. Please take care, have fun - Happy Walking.
Getting there Traveling by train is the only practical way to get to
Wondabyne Station (gps: -33.4921, 151.257). This is a return, so
you will finish back at the start.
Find up to date and more information inlcuding; travel directions,
weather, park closures and walker feedback at http://wild.tl/wstkbf
0 | Wondabyne
Wondabyne is situated in Brisbane Waters National Park on the
banks of Mullet River, which feeds into the Hawkesbury River north
of Brooklyn. The area is defined by the National Park's flora and
fauna, the quarry, railway station and a few houses sitting above the
water around the river. The quarry produced sandstone building
materials, used in the construction of the National War Memorial in
Canberra. More recently, in 2000, the quarry was re-opened for
restoration of St Mary's Cathedral spire in Sydney. Wondabyne
Station, named after the nearby Mt Wondabyne, was built in 1889
and exclusively used for the quarry - it was then known as Mullet
Creek Station. The station is one of the smallest on the line and one
of very few railway stations in a NSW National Park. When you
catch the train to Wondabyne, let the guard know you want to get off
at Wondabyne Station, otherwise the train will not stop. Travel in the
last carriage as the platform is very short. To catch the train from
Wondabyne, wave to the driver.
0 | Wondabyne Station
(440 m 13 mins) From the north-bound platform of Wondabyne
Station, this walk follows the 'The Great North Walk' sign off the
southern the end of the platform, keeping the train lines (and water)
to your left. The track soon leads past a strangler fig and a large
boulder then bends right and heads up a timber staircase with a metal
landing at the top. The track winds steeply uphill, up a series of
timber and rock steps for just over 200m to pass a filtered view of
the cranes (right), down at the old Gosford Quarry. Here the walk
continues a bit more steeply uphill for another 150m, up a series of
rock steps, and then, soon after passing up the carved steps in a cleft
in a rock, the track flattens out and comes to a clearing at the end of
a management trail, marked with a 'Brisbane Water National Park'
sign.
0.44 | Clearing above Wondabyne Station
(1 km 19 mins) Continue straight: From the clearing, this walk
follows the wide management trail uphill past the 'Brisbane Water
National Park' sign. The trail leads up quite steeply for about 250m,
where the trail bends right then leads gently uphill for about 600m.
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Here the trail leads up a short but quite steep hill, to then bend left
and, about 150m later, come to an intersection with the Pindar Cave
track (that leads over a rock platform, on your left), marked with a
GNW arrow post (on your right).
1.47 | Eastern end of the Pindar Cave Track
(630 m 11 mins) Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk
follows the GNW arrow post north, gently uphill along the wide
trail. The trail gently undulates along the top of the ridge for about
600m to come to an intersection with the 'Great North Walk' track
(on your right), marked with a 'Wondabyne Station' sign pointing
back down the hill.
2.1 | Int of GNW and Wondabyne Station Trail
(1.6 km 36 mins) Turn right: From the intersection, this walk follows
the 'Patonga' sign heading east down along the rocky track. The track
soon bends right and heads around a rock outcrop then continues
down through the heath and scribbly gums for about 400m to come
to a flat rock platform. Here the track continues downhill over
several more rock platforms, becoming progressively steeper for just
over 1km to head into the cool valley and come to the bank beside
Myron Brook.
3.67 | Myron Brook crossing
(400 m 11 mins) Continue straight: From the western side of Myron
Brook, this walk crosses the creek on the sandstone rock platform to
follow the track up a few stone steps and up the short steep hill. The
track then flattens out as it leads around the side of the hill for about
200m to pass alongside a long rock wall (on your left). Now leading
downhill, the track continues for another 100m then heads down a
short steep section into the dense moist gully, coming to a faint
intersection in front of Kariong Brook Falls (on your left) (just
before crossing the creek, which is often underground).
4.07 | Kariong Brook Falls
This tranquil spot of the Great North Walk is home to some lovely
falls and a water hole. The eastern side of the creek has a tall
sandstone cave and wall. After rain these falls can become very
spectacular, other times is a cool place to rest. A great spot to stop
for a snack.

